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We investigate the Hamiltonian cycle problem for inner triwgulations, i.e., 2-connected planar graphs 
in which every interior face is a triangle. These include the Euclidean proximity graphs called Delaunq 
triangulations. In particular, we present a linear-time algorithm for finding Hamiltonian cycles in inner 
triangulations possessing a property called “simple nestedness”, which allows a partition of the vertex 
set into nested cycles. Several applications of the graphs are mentioned. 
1. Introduction 
An inner triangulation is a 2-connected planar graph in which every interior face 
is a triangle. This family of graphs includes Euclidean Deiaunay triangulations [S], 
which are an important class of proximity graphs, i.e., graphs in which points are 
fixed in n-dimensional space and adjacency is determined by the geometry of the 
point set. Delaunay graphs are of interest in many different fields, but especially in 
computational geometry with regard to nearest neighbor problems [17] and in pattern 
recognition as a model of perceptual relevance amongst dot patterns [19]. 
We investigate the problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle in an inner triangula- 
tion. For Delaunay graphs, this problem has applications in computer vision in 
determining the shape of an object represented by a cluster of points. Finding a 
Hamiltonian cycle through the points helps in identifying the object based on the 
resulting polygon [15]. For general planar graphs, the problem is NP-complete [lo]; 
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however, for the 4-connected case, a Hamiltonian cycle can be found in linear time 
[3]. For general inner triangulations, the problem is also NP-complete, as it is 
known that recognizing Hamiltonian maximal planar graphs is NP-complete (see [4, 
p. 427, exercise 311 for a proof sketch). Whitney [21] showed that any maximal 
planar graph without a separating triangle, i.e., a triangle not defining a face, is 
Hamiltonian. Dillencourt [6-91 has investigated the problem for Delaunay graphs 
and has discovered some sufficient conditions for Hamiltonicity. 
In this paper, we describe a subclass of inner triangulations possessing a property 
called “simple nestedness” and show that these graphs are Hamiltonian. Briefly, a 
simply-nested graph has a partition of its vertex set into nested cycles. This arrange- 
ment permits the merging of adjacent smaller cycles into larger ones until a spanning 
cycle for the graph is obtained. The adjacency structure between cycles in simply- 
nested inner triangulations is critical to the merging process. 
Although no exact methods are known for finding Hamiltonian cycles, the 
heuristic method of Posa [ 161 has good probabilistic performance on graphs of suf- 
ficient density [12]. We seek an exact method which directly exploits the adjacency 
structure of certain inner-triangulated graphs. 
We show that Hamiltonian cycles can be found in “simply-nested” inner triangula- 
tions in linear time. One application for these graphs occurs in statistical epidemiology 
when the underlying set of points is arranged as a regular lattice, and the objective 
is to study the spread of disease amongst a populace [18]. A Hamiltonian cycle 
might correspond, say, to a possible route for an emergency vehicle delivering 
medical supplies to the points. Two other families of proximity graphs, maximal 
Gabriel graphs [13] and maximal Relative Neighborhood graphs [20], are also 
subclasses of simply-nested inner triangulations. 
2. Preliminaries 
We follow the usual graph-theoretic notation such as that presented in [ 111. Let 
G = (V, E) be an undirected, unweighted graph without loops or multiple edges, and 
let n=JVJ and e=\El. 
An inner-triangulated graph or inner triangulation is a 2-connected planar graph 
in which every interior face is a triangle. Hence, maximal planar graphs are inner 
triangulations, as are maximal outerplanar graphs. 
The Hamiltonian Cycle Problem is to find a Hamiltonian cycle, i.e., spanning 
cycle, in a graph, if one exists. 
3. Simply-nested inner triangulations 
We describe a property of some inner triangulations regarding the “layered” 
arrangement of their vertices. First, observe that the vertices of any plane graph can 
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be partitioned into levels according to their “distance” from the exterior face. Ver- 
tices on the exterior face are in level 1. Let G be any plane graph, and let G’be formed 
from G by deleting all vertices in level 1. Then the exterior vertices of G’ are in level 
2 in G. In general, level i vertices are the exterior vertices of the subgraph of G formed 
by deleting vertices in levels less than i. The edges of G are partitioned into level 
edges, which join vertices in the same level, and binding edges, which join vertices 
in adjacent levels. Define a chord as an edge between two nonconsecutive vertices 
of a cycle. We call a plane graph with k levels simply nested if levels 1 through k - 1 
are chordless cycles and level k is either a cycle or a tree (see Fig. 1). The notion 
of simple nestedness has been used by other authors [2,23], although our definition 
is somewhat more restrictive. 
Let (uj,uj+i) and (uk,uk+i } be level edges in levels i and i+ 1, respectively, of 
a simply-nested inner triangulation. If edges rl = {ui, uk} and r, = {Uj+ 1, uk+ 1} are 
binding edges, we call the two edges rl and r2 a ramp, denoted Ir,,r2). In Fig. l(a), 
the edges rl and r2 between levels 1 and 2 form a ramp. For our purposes, a ramp 
is a pair of connectors used to join two shorter cycles to form a longer one. 
The following lemma is necessary for the development of our algorithm for find- 
ing Hamiltonian cycles in simply-nested inner triangulations: 
Lemma 3.1. In a simply-nested inner triangulation, there are at least two ramps be- 
tween any pair of adjacent levels which are cycles. 
Proof. Let G be a simply-nested inner triangulation and let the level i vertices be 
cyclically ordered ui, u2, . . . , u, and the level i+ 1 vertices ul, u2, .. . , u, (see Fig. 2(a)). 
Since the levels are cycles, sz 3 and t 2 3. Now each Ui is joined by a binding edge 
to some Uj of level it- 1 and each uk is joined by a binding edge to some u,. Wlog, 
let u1 be adjacent to 0,. Now either u1 is adjacent to u2 or u1 is adjacent to u2, since 
G is inner triangulated. 
Case 1: vi is adjacent to u2. Then there exists a Uj such that Uj is adjacent to v2, 
2:jss. Let j be minimum such that this is true. Then ui is adjacent to Uj and 
edges {ui, Uj_ t} and {u2, Uj} form a ramp (see Fig. 2(b)). 
(b) 
Fig. 1. (a) A simply-nested graph G; (b) the nested cycles of G 
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(b) 
Fig. 2. Subgraph used to illustrate Lemma 3.1. 
Case 2: u1 is adjacent to v2. Then there exists a uh adjacent to u2, 21 h 5 t. Now 
u1 is adjacent to uh_ 1 and by an argument parallel to that of Case 1 there is a ramp 
with edges {ut,t+-1) and {&uh}. 
We treat only Case 1 above since the proof for Case 2 follows by similar reasoning. 
Now us has a binding edge to some u,, jsrn 5s. Again, let m be minimum such 
that this is true. Now either Uj is adjacent to us or Uj+t is adjacent to v2. 
Case l(a): Uj is adjacent to v3. Then, as before, Uj+, is adjacent to v, for some 
x, 3 5x5 t. But then (uj+,, vX} and (Uj, ~2) form a second ramp in G. 
Case I(b): Uj+t is adjacent to v2. Then, as before, v3 is adjacent to uY for some 
y, j+ 15~5s. But then {v3,uY) and {v2,uY_r} form a second ramp in G. 0 
4. Finding Hamiltonian cycles in simply-nested inner triangulations 
In this section, we show that the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem for simply-nested 
inner-triangulated graphs is solvable in polynomial time. The algorithm depends on 
the following result concerning the graphs. 
Theorem 4.1. Every simply-nested inner triangulation is Hamiltonian. 
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Proof. Let G be a simply-nested inner-triangulated graph. The vertices of G can be 
partitioned into levels of nested cycles, except for possibly the innermost level. Let 
Ci indicate a cycle of all level i vertices, and let Ci,j represent a cycle spanning ver- 
tices in levels i to j. Now by Lemma 3.1, each pair of adjacent levels in G which 
are cycles are joined by a pair of ramps. It is easy to see that for any pair of adjacent 
levels i and i+ 1, a cycle can be constructed which spans all the vertices of the two 
levels. We simply delete the two level edges and one diagonal binding edge joining 
the two edges of any ramp Iri, ri+ 1 1 to obtain the desired cycle. The cycle enters 
level i+ 1 through ri (ri+,) and exits through ri+ 1 (r;). Suppose we have such a cycle 
C,, 2 for levels 1 and 2 with ramp Jr,, r,( . We can add the level 3 vertices to C1,2 by 
finding a ramp (r3, r,l between C,,* and level 3, thus forming a cycle C1,3 spanning 
levels 1 to 3. This can be done providing the ramps Jrl, r,J and (r,, r,( have no more 
than one vertex in common. Otherwise it is not possible to connect cycles C, and 
C, properly to form a spanning cycle for levels l-3. The existence of at least two 
ramps between adjacent levels guarantees that this condition can be met. We repeat 
the process for levels 4 through k- 1 and obtain a cycle which spans vertices in levels 
1 through k - 1. If level k is a cycle, we form a Hamiltonian cycle by finding a ramp 
between levels k- 1 and k. If level k consists of a tree, we do the following: let 
G 1 C,_ 1 be the subgraph of G induced by levels k- 1 and k. Let ui, . . . , u, be the 
ramp = lr1,‘.2l 
P,,, = 1!~1’2v~u* 
P,,, = \'31'7_v4M3 
H = ~~~~~1~~1~~~1~~~11~1~~~1~ 
Fig. 3. Subgraph induced by levels k- 1 and k in a simply-nested inner triangulation. 
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cycle vertices in level k - 1 in clockwise order, and let ul, . . . , II, be the level k ver- 
tices. Also let Ui_ 1 and ui+ 1 be the level k - 1 vertices adjacent to Ui when C,_ 1 (the 
cycle of level k - 1 vertices) is traversed clockwise. Then there is a path in G ( C,_ t 
from Ui t0 Uj+l that includes only vertices adjacent to Ui, since G ( Ck_ 1 is inner 
triangulated. Define P,,, to be this path. Note that all vertices of Pu, except Ui+ 1 are 
in level k. Wlog, let Cl,+, (the spanning cycle for levels 1 to k- 1) enter level k- 1 
at u1 and exit at u, (see Fig. 3). Now P,, = ol, . . . , vs, u2, SIT. Let H represent he 
path starting at ul, ending at u,, and visiting all vertices in level k. Start H at ut , 
go to u1 and follow P,, to u2. Now, for 2~i< m, when Ui is reached, go to the 
first vertex of P,, not yet visited and if that vertex is not Ui+ 1, follow P,, to ui+ 1. 
Eventually, u, is reached and Cl,k= Ct+, - C,_ 1 U H. Every vertex of level k is 
contained in C,,k. Following P,, to Ui+ 1 cannot encounter a vertex already in H 
because then level k would be a cycle rather than a tree. Therefore Cl,k is a spanning 
cycle for G. 0 
The preceding proof implies a method for finding a Hamiltonian cycle. We parti- 
tion the graph into nested disjoint cycIes and then merge the cycles by finding ramps 
between them, thereby obtaining a cycle through all of the vertices. Let G = (V, E) 
be a simply-nested inner-triangulated graph. A high-level description of the algorithm 
is as follows: 
(1) [Partitioning phase]: partition I/ into levels by successively removing all ex- 
terior vertices at each step. 
(2) [Cycle-merging phase]: for each cycle Cj, merge Ci and Ci+ 1 by finding a 
ramp between them. Do this for levels 1 to k- 1 and obtain a spanning cycle 
Cl,k-l. 
(3) [Level-k phase]: merge the vertices of level k with Ct+t to obtain a Hamil- 
tonian cycle Cr,k of G. 
To implement he algorithm, we use a list Cl,k to store the vertices of the spanning 
cycle as it is constructed. We assume that a plane embedding of the graph is provided 
and hence we have adjacency lists A[1 0.. n], where A[i] is a doubly linked list of 
the neighbors of vertex i in counterclockwise order about i, along with a set F of 
facesf,,...,&, where each fj is an ordered list of vertices on the boundary of face 
i and the exterior face is denoted f,,,. The faces are used to construct the levels of 
vertices from which a Hamiltonian cycle is built by the algorithm. Note that if the 
graph is not maximal planar then the exterior face is uniquely identified. Otherwise, 
suppose it is maximal planar. By a theorem of Whitney [22], every 2-connected 
plane graph has an embedding in which any specified face is exterior. Hence any 
face may be designated exterior and since the adjacency structure between levels is 
the same, the graph remains simply nested. Also, edge faces f 1 [/I and f2[1] point 
to the faces on either side of each edge 1 in the graph. This information is readily 
obtainable in O(n) time from the adjacency lists using the algorithm described in 
1141. We also utilize a second copy A2[ 1 a.. n] of the original adjacency lists for G. 
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To allow testing for an edge in constant time, we also use a Boolean adjacency 
matrix AM. The entry AM[i,j] is true iff i and j are adjacent in G. AM[i,jJ also 
has a pointer to vertexj in A2[i] if {i,j} E E. Each level i is represented by a doubly 
linked circular list L[i]. Pointers firstp[i] and /&p[i] point to the first and last ver- 
tices, respectively, of cycle C;. Vertices appear in each Ci in clockwise order for 
odd numbered levels and counterclockwise order for even numbered levels. This 
ordering facilitates the cycle merging phase. Depending on the ramp found, it may 
be necessary to adjust the first and last pointers of Ci and C;, 1 so that firstp[i] 
points to the starting vertex of Cj and /astp[i] points to the last vertex of Ci. Cycle 
C,,, has a similar pair of pointers: firstc and 1astC. 
In the partitioning phase, we use the initial set f,,, of exterior vertices to obtain 
vertices in levels 2 to k as follows: as we encounter each u ~f,,~, we check each w 
in A[u]; and if r.vefext, w is in the next level of vertices. In this way, we identify 
the vertices in the next level as we process the vertices in the current level. All edges 
involving level i vertices are deleted from the A2-lists using AM before the cycle in 
level i+ 1 is constructed. To delete an edge {u, u} from A2, we check AM[u, o] and 
AM[o, u] for pointers to u and u in A2[u] and A2[o], respectively. Thus each edge 
can be deleted from A2 in constant time. 
For the third phase, if the level k vertices form a cycle, we simply proceed as 
before and find a ramp from level k- 1 to level k. However, if level k is a tree, we 
must use a different approach. After C,_ 1 is formed, the lists in A2 contain only 
edges in GI C,_,. The paths P,, are represented by doubly linked lists. P,, is a 
copy of list A2[i] with vertex {ui_i} deleted. As we visit each vertex ui of level k, 
we delete ui from each P,, so that it is not visited twice in constructing H. For each 
vertex u in level k, we maintain a list of pointers PP[u] into the paths P,, . This en- 
sures that no vertex in level k is visited twice in forming Hamiltonian path H. The 
lists PP can be built directly from the P,, paths. 
To find ramps between levels, we employ the following technique: Let L[i] = 
Ul, --*> u, and L[i+ l] =ul, . . . . ut . We find level edges { uj, Uj+ , } and {u,, u, + 1 } in 
levels i and i+ 1, respectively, such that {Uj, v,} and {Uj+ i, u,, i} are binding 
edges in G and the pair Uj, Uj+, has at most one vertex in common with the ramp 
between levels i- 1 and i. We do this by storing the two ramp vertices for level i- 1 
in rl and r2 and considering these when searching for a ramp in level i. To permit 
constant-time accessing of list Cl,k, we use array CP[i] to point to the location of 
vertex i in Cl,k. Also, NLE[i] and NLV[i] contain the number of level edges and 
vertices, respectively, in level i; level[u] is the level number of vertex U; LE[u] in- 
dicates the vertex u of level edge {u, u} as level i is traversed cyclically in clockwise 
order; and BE[u] is the set of vertices u such that (u, u} is a binding edge. A listing 
of the algorithm follows: 
Algorithm HCYCLE. 
Input: Simply-nested inner triangulation G = (V, E), n = ) V) , e = IE) . 
Output: Hamiltonian cycle of G in list C,,,. 
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begin 
(* Initialization *) 
obtain faces fi, . . ..fiF.,fext, and edge faces fl[l . ..e] and f2[1 . ..e]. 
s := v; 
compute adjacency matrix AMI ] from adjacency lists A[1 .a. n], 
A2[1 a** n]; 
[Phase 1: Partition V into levels L[l], . . . ,L[k]]: 
i:=O; 
G’ := G; 
while S#0 do 
begin 
i:=i+ 1; 
insert exterior vertices of G’ into L[i]; 
compute NLV[i], NLE[i], lastp[i], firstp[i] and C,; 
for each u E L[i] determine BE[u] and LE[u]; 
S:= S- (level i vertices); 
G’ : = G’ - {level i vertices} ; 
if i< k- 1 then delete edges involving level i vertices from 
A2[1 *.* n]; 
end; 
[Phase 2: Cycle merging: find ramps between level 1 to k- 11: 
initialize Ci, 1, fir.stC and 1astC; 
rl:=r2:=0; 
for i:= 1 to k-2 do 
begin 
for each ugL[i] do 
begin 
find u:= LE[u] such that for some weBE[u] there is an x 
such that x~BE[u], x=LE[w], and either u#rl or u#r2; 
if no such u, w and x can be found then go to NEXTU; 
rl := W; 
r2:=x; 
merge cycles Ci+, and Cr,i; 
go to NEXTL; 
NEXTU: end 
NEXTL: end; 
[Phase 3: Merge level k vertices into C,,,_,]: 
if NLE[k] = NL V[k] then (* level k is a cycIe *) 
merge cycles Ck and C,,,_ , ; 
else begin (*level k is a tree *) 
(*merge tree vertices into cycle Cl,k_ 1 *) 
let the level k- 1 vertices be u i, . . . , u, and let the ramp vertices be 
ur and u,; 
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compute paths P,,, for each u;eL[k- 11; 
construct path H starting at vertex ui by following paths P,,, for 
1 I is m, until all level k vertices are contained in H, thus forming 
. . 
a Hamrltoman cycle Cl,k; 
end {else} 
end { HCYCLE} . 
To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, we show in Fig. 4 a series of snap- 
shots of the construction of a Hamiltonian cycle in an inner triangulation G by 
HCYCLE. Figure 4(b) shows the levels after phase 1; 4(c) indicates the cycle C1,2 
formed after one pass of phase 2 with ramp /ri, r, 1; finally, 4(d) shows the 
Hamiltonian cycle found after merging level 3 with C1,2, using ramp jr,, r, 1. 
Since the operation of HCYCLE parallels the method of constructing a Hamilto- 
nian cycle given in the proof of Theorem 4.1, its correctness immediately follows. 
5. Time complexity of HCYCLE 
The method given in [14] for computing faces and edge faces requires O(n) time. 
Initializing adjacency matrix AM from the adjacency lists A[1 -1. n] also takes O(n) 
(b) 
Cc) Cd) 
Fig. 4. Operation of algorithm HCYCLE: (a) a simply-nested inner triangulation G; (b) the levels of G; 
(c) cycle C1.2; (d) a Hamiltonian cycle C,,x. 
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time using the stack pointer technique described in [ 1, ex. 2.121. All other initializa- 
tion steps also take O(n) time. Thus, the entire initialization phase takes linear time. 
All preliminary steps of phase 1 take O(n) time. The while-loop requires a total 
of O(n) time, since during each loop iteration some percentage of S and G’ is 
deleted, some percentage of edges are examined in computing the level and binding 
edges, and all other loop operations take constant time if we implement he set S 
as a bit vector. Thus, a set element can be inserted or deleted with one array access. 
Updating the adjacency lists A2[1 ... n] (and G’) for levels 1 to k - 2 requires a total 
of O(n) time using AM. The remainder of the loop constructs the lists L[l .a. n] and 
finds level and binding edges. Pointers firstp and lastp and counters NLE and NL V 
can be updated in constant time for each level. Thus, phase 1 requires O(n) time. 
In phase 2, the outer for-loop runs through levels 1 to k - 2, while the inner for- 
loop scans each vertex within a level, looking for binding edges to the next level. 
Cycle merging requires only the adjustment of pointers and requires constant time. 
Since each vertex is encountered only once and each edge twice, the inner for-loop 
is performed a total of 2e times for levels 1 to k - 2. Therefore phase 2 executes in 
O(e) time. 
In phase 3, the merging of the level k vertices into cycle Cl,,_ 1 takes O(m + r) 
time in the worst case, if level k is a tree. The paths P,,, are copied from the 
A2-lists and pointer lists PP[u] are constructed uring the copying. Hence, the time 
required is proportional to m + r, the number of vertices in levels k- 1 and k. This 
time is clearly bounded by O(n). 
Since each phase requires no more than O(e) time, the time complexity of HCY- 
CLE is linear. 
6. Remarks 
It is natural to search for a less restrictive definition of “simple nestedness” which 
would also imply that inner triangulations with this property are Hamiltonian. 
However, allowing chords between cycle vertices enables one to construct certain 
non-Hamiltonian instances. Connectedness i  also thought to play a role in deter- 
mining Hamiltonicity. Dillencourt [6,9] has explored this topic for arbitrary inner 
triangulations. 
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